REPORT ON THE PARTICIPATION OF ONIGE IN THE CAPACITY BUILDING SEMINAR
FOR DECENTRALIZED TERRITORIAL COMMUNITIES (CTDs)
ORGANISED BY ENEO CAMEROUN S.A.
AT CERCLE MUNICIPALE, BONANJO DOUALA
FROM 29 SEPTEMBER 2020 - 01 OCTOBER 2020
1. Introduction
ENEO Cameroun S.A as part of its Corporate Social Responsibility programs, organized a 3-day
Capacity Building Seminar for officials of the Decentralised Territorial Communities at the Cercle
Municipale from 29th September 2020 to 01st October 2020.
The aim of the seminar was to strengthen the awareness of Municipal Officials on measures to
prevent electrical injuries within their municipalities.
This seminar was organized within the framework of a partnership agreement between Eneo and
CVUC.
The President of the National Order of Electrical Engineers (ONIGE) was invited to participate in
this seminar as an informed observer and to make contributions that will raise the awareness of
the officials of the Municipalties on the stakes, challenges and opportunities related to electrical
safety within their communities. The president of ONIGE was represented by Senior Engineer
RAPH MANYI and Expert NGUEHOU ZEBAZE Maturin.
2. Details of Activities
The first day focused on three themes:
Theme 1: - Generalities about ENEO: This dealt with the Production and Distribution of electrical
energy.




The Effects of electric current on the human body– Constructing close to electrical poles
and cables, Electric Shock, Electrical Burns, Electrocution.
The Importance and guidelines of First Aid
The damage of property by electrical current.

Theme 2: ENEO's initiatives in relation to educating people about electricity-related hazards Complementary actions to be considered in collaboration with local elected officials.
Theme 3: Taking electrical safety into account in the establishment and issuance of Building
Permits and electrical installations in markets and Public Places.
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After the Opening Ceremony, work began with a presentation on the effects of electric current
on the human body. This was presented by Mr. NGEUHA Jean Bosco
This was followed by theme 2 - The initiatives of ENEO in relation to the education of populations
on the dangers related to electricity - complementary action envisaged in collaboration with the
local elected officials. This was presented by Mr. Francis TOKO PRISO.
Theme 3 was focused on the consideration of electrical safety in urban planning and electrical
installations, presented by Mr. Leopold ABOH.
During the exchanges which followed, the contribution of ONIGE representatives was deemed of
great relevance and importance by the two partners, notably ENEO, but also the representatives
of the Decentralized Local Authorities. As a result, they understood the importance of having
ONIGE on board to form a tripartite platform to benefit from ONIGEs expertise.
ONIGE would thus work with the Decentralized Councils in
1) The same way as the Civil Engineers and Architects, having complete on their ‘’cahier de
charge’ and Building Permit procedures.
2) Fires in Markets and Public Places: With regard to market fires, ONIGE eventually
proposed to work alongside the DTC in order to ensure that the facilities in the markets
to be built go through and meet with established standards while those already built, are
audited and upgraded to ensure that they meet standard Electrical Codes in force. The
Mayors of the CTD showed great interest in this area so much so that a partnership was
deemed by the corner. This is one of the areas ONIGE should seek to tackle in the short
term with its member companies.
The second day focused on:
Theme4: Conducting awareness campaigns on electrical safety: It was facilitated by Sarah
NWEHLA and dealt principally on
a)
b)
c)
d)

Preparing Sensitization Presentations,
Execution of the Presentations,
Reporting/evaluation and
The art of Public speaking.

The third day focused on:
Theme 5: Shopping list of the needs of the municipalities on the three key components of
collaborations with ENEO
Theme 06: Presentation of the working methodology for the implementation of the initiatives by
component with ENEO and the implementation of the collaborative platform with ENEO by City
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Councils - Presentation of the initiatives of the municipalities to be developed with ENEO (specific
expectations of ENEO)
The major players here were the CTDs, which is why in its presentations ENEO wanted to reassure
themselves that the CTDs would be good relays. Thus in this part of the seminar, the CTDS were
shown how to prepare awareness campaigns and carry out same as well as evaluate the
effectiveness of the campaigns. Speaking in public (especially during awareness campaigns that
they can organize in their committees, markets, meetings, assemblies and even in meetings in
some cases where one can take advantage to raise awareness of electrical hazards and reduce
incidents), was also dealt with.
One of the key roles played by ONIGE representatives (Senior Engineer RAPH MANYI and Expert
NGUEHOU ZEBAZE Mathurin) was to assist participants of the workshops in which they were
involved on how to raise awareness and conduct awareness campaigns.
Whenever an opportunity came up, ONIGE representatives concerted and explained the given
point professionally and highlighted what the CTDs or ENEO would benefit if ONIGE was to
accompany them through such huddles.
3. Key Areas of Concern for Eneo and CVUC
On the synthesis of the relevant problems shortlisted during this 3-day seminar, some areas for
immediate attention were very glaring
1) Safety of internal installations
2) Unauthorized Interference with power lines including Construction of buildings within the
line corridors
3) Fires in markets, homes and other Public Places
4) Vandalism and
5) Electrical fraud as well as the difficulties of ENEO to recover unpaid bills on the electricity
grid.
On the issue of safety related to internal installations, ONIGE Representatives indicated that a
framework for training and certification of electricians and approved service providers will
reduce the safety risk of such installations. Also a systematic follow up of internal installations
projects from the preparation of Bills of Quantities, inspections and Certification approvals for
the issuance of Building Permits would greatly reduce the risk of accidents from customer
installations. Within such a framework, ENEO would not connect any subscriber who does not
present an approval certificate from ONIGE or its accredited partners (amongst other requested
documents). This will be a big area for training before take-off.
The contributions of ONIGE concerning the unauthorized interference and especially
construction within the corridors of power lines were well received by both ENEO and the CTDs.
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With regard to Market Fires, the CTDs indicated their interest of having ONIGE accompany them
as advisers or controllers for new and old market construction projects by ensuring the
enforcement of Electrical codes and standards before ENEO carries out and connections at the
consumer's terminal.
On issues related to fraud, ONIGE representatives proposed that it was important and urgent to
show the CTDs and even the industries located in their localities how to work on the optimization
of electric energy through compliance audits and energy efficiency. On the other hand, ONIGE
representatives impressed on ENEO, the need to revisit and reinforce the law which governs s
the systematic calibration of all electrical meters so as to reassure subscribers/consumers that
what they are paying for corresponds to what they actually consume. This would reassure
consumers and dissuade some of them from fraudulent acts
On the issue of cash recoveries, ONIGE proposed to work with ENEO on a framework for
engineers can conduct energy efficiency audits on power networks including street lighting as
well as develop mechanisms to facilitate recovery by ENEO.
ONIGE also proposed to work alongside CTDs to train members of their communities and
empower them to be relays capable of ensuring safety in their communities.
At the same time, ONIGE should take this opportunity to promote the Electrical Engineer's stamp
in the context of projects and acts of urbanization and to obtain a package of accreditation in
order to validate plans for electrical installations before implementation or during urbanization
plans.
4. Key Resolution by ENEO and CTD:
CTD and ENEO agreed to update the current partnership agreement into a tripartite agreement
which includes ONIGE thus enabling ONIGE to be a party to in the promotion of public Safety and
energy efficiency.
5. Recommendations to ONIGE,
ONIGE should:




Give public lectures to further demonstrate the importance of the National Order of
Electrical Engineers in decision-making bodies and CTDs.
Create a validation commission for an engineering cluster as focal points of reference to
accompany the CTDs, FEICOM and MINEE as part of their project.
Monitor the implementation of the tripartite agreement between ENEO ONIGE and the
CVUC.
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Ensure active involvement of its members in this partnership as this is a unique
opportunity to promote the National Order of Electrical Engineers and we must seize this
opportunity to further organize ourselves.
Ensure that experienced members participate in all such seminars to be organised by
ENEO at various times across the national triangle. This will create many openings for
ONIGE and partner companies
Set up a framework for the development and implementation of a Continuous
Professional Development in areas highlighted for training
Implement the official ONIGE stamps for members which has been on the table for
discussion over the years, should now be dusted and thrashed with all urgency.

The Mayors raised an issue on the participation of Electrical Engineers in their projects from start
to finish. They insisted that ONIGE contacts the Public Contracts Agency to review contracting
requirements to ensure the involvement of a registered member of ONIGE throughout out all the
phases of the project rather than only at the phase of public tenders as is currently the case.
With this in mind, we thank the Management team of ONIGE at the National level and the level
of the chapter in Douala for giving us another opportunity to represent the Order in such an
important mission which if well-handled could be a life-changer for ONIGE.

Raph Manyi

Maturin Zebaze
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